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SAGRA — THE MEANING

SAGRA — THE BUSINESS

The word Sagra denotes a local fair, usually a
celebration of the bounties of the earth, meaning food
as in a preparation (Sagra di torta di erbe) or a raw
ingredient (Sagra di pesce [fish]). There is probably a
Sagra somewhere for nearly every food found in Italy.

Is a multi-level hospitality venue offering a unique
Italian dining experience.

These Sagra festivals usually celebrate one ingredient
per festival and the ingredient being celebrated is
usually in season and at its optimum or peak.
Attending a Sagra is a way to get a taste of Italian
country life and food culture and get away from
tourist crowds. You order food to be cooked by
locals with a passion for the local cuisine, then sit at
communal tables with other locals to eat.
Larger Sagre (the plural of Sagra) may feature
musical bands or stands selling local foods and other
items. Sometimes there’s a competition of some sort,
like a bike race, but these are usually found at a festa,
or festival.

The Sagra restaurant is situated on the ground floor
offering casual dining Italian inspired food presented
in a fresh modern way. At the rear is a food and
wine store stocked full of fresh and grocery items for
customers to purchase for dinners, lunchboxes, take
home catering etc.
Level 1 houses Pizza One serving delicious Rome
style pizza. We are positive your guests will absolutely
love what is on offer.
To the rear of the 1st floor, Sagra has a private dining
room for groups looking for a more intimate setting to
host their gatherings.
On level 2 is a rooftop bar, with floor to ceiling
operable windows boasting a view of the Melbourne
skyline, fully stocked bar, including a wide range of
whiskys, gins, grappas, cognacs, and wines.

SAGRA — THE EXPERIENCE
Sagra was built on the ethos of celebration, so when
it comes to planning your special event, celebration
or work function, we are well equipped and have the
experience to handle all of your needs and wishes.
From planning to delivery, Sagra will help guide and
assist you through the journey. We take the time to
listen and understand your needs.
The team at Sagra are dedicated to ensuring all
aspects of your day are delivered seamlessly so you can
enjoy the day without stress or worry, taking care of
everything behind the scenes. Striving to be effective
without being noticed.
The perfect setting allows you to give your guests a
totally engaging sensory experience tailored to your
unique needs, style and expectations.
Food and Wine is our thing. Our team of talented
chefs come from all over the world and are dedicated
to their craft. With delicious fresh ingredients at the

heart of every dish, Sagra offers catering solutions of
any shape or size for events and social gatherings. Let
our experienced team arrange every aspect of your
catering needs including professional staff, alcohol,
equipment, venue, security, cleaning, invites and more.
Our attention to detail and careful planning ensures
the ultimate result every time.
As part of the service, Sagra offers a wide range of
menu options, or we can work with you to design
a package that compliments you and meets your
individual needs.
Sagra has a space to suit any style of gathering, party
or social event including our rooftop cocktail bar,
intimate function spaces, large function spaces, private
dining rooms and our exclusive mezzanine space.

THE SPACES
Sagra offers a full dining experience in all of the function rooms from set
two or three course meals to an elaborate Italian feast. Also on offer is a
wide variety of canapes and smaller, grazing style meals for cocktail
parties and gatherings.
Designed in conjunction with you for a more personalised menu, suited
specifically to your guests.

SAGRA ROOFTOP SPACE, DINING
AND COCKTAIL BAR
Architecturally designed space, framed dramatically
against the spectacular views of the Melbourne city
skyline. With floor to ceiling operable windows on
both the north and south side of the room, leading
out onto comfortable balcony terraces. A series of
sky lights line the ceiling allowing this space to
take full advantage of changing weather conditions
that Melbourne is famous for. This space features a
combination of American white oak and glass tiled
floor, Carrara marble bar with gold mosaic glass
tiles, custom made retro style leather couches, a fully
integrated av system and projector, fully stocked bar
with an extensive range of cocktails, whiskys, gins,
grappas, and vodkas just to mention a few. This is
an ideal space for a casual birthday celebration, get
togethers, cocktail parties, sit down lunches, dinners,
engagement parties or weddings.

FEATURES
• Fully stocked bar
• City views
• Ceiling and walls for those colder
months, and can become an open
space in warmer weather.

CAPACITY
Sit down – 90 persons
Standing cocktail – 130 persons
Theatre – 80 persons
Conference – 60 persons

13m

Sagra Function Packages can include
(depending on your room):
• Lectern
• In House PA system
• White linen tablecloths
• Personalised menus

OPERATIONAL TIMES
Lunch 12pm – 4pm
Dinner 5:30pm – 12am

8m

THE MEZZANINE DINING ROOM
AND PIZZA BAR
Level 1 has a mezzanine style layout overlooking the
ground floor kitchen and dining room, connecting
the space with the buzz of the ground floor restaurant
whilst maintaining an intimate and private surround. It
is fully equipped with a stocked bar, its own facilities, ac
and lighting control making this space a truly fantastic
and sophisticated function and event space.
With the recent addition of our little brother restaurant
Pizza One there is the option for a Pizza Party or a
more casual dining experience.

FEATURES
• Fully stocked bar
• Very open and flexible space
• Pizza One gives you the opportunity to have pizza or
a more relaxed dining experience
• Views downstairs into the kitchen on the
ground floor

CAPACITY
Sit down – 120 persons
Standing cocktail – 160 persons
Theatre – 60 persons
Conference – 40 persons

24m

Sagra Function Packages can include
(depending on your room):
• Lectern
• In House PA system
• White linen tablecloths
• Personalised menus

OPERATIONAL TIMES
Lunch 12pm – 4pm
Dinner 5:30pm – 12am

10m

THE PRIVATE DINING ROOM
This is an absolutely privato dining room catering
for up to 22 guests. Featuring a beautiful solid
timber table, Ernest Race 1945 ba3a leather and cast
aluminium chairs and showcasing a beautiful stained
glass window streaming in the natural light. This room
is completely independent with its own av, projector,
dropdown screen and adjustable lighting, making
this an ideal space for a private dinner party, group
get together, wine dinner, conference meeting or a
business lunch just to mention a few.

FEATURES
• Completely private space
• av, projector, dropdown screen and
adjustable lighting
• Flexible for your needs

3m

CAPACITY
Sit down – 22 persons
Conference – 22 persons
Sagra Function Packages can include
(depending on your room):

7m

• Lectern
• In House PA system
• White linen tablecloths
• Personalised menus

OPERATIONAL TIMES
Lunch 12pm – 4pm
Dinner 5:30pm – 12am

INFORMATION
ADDITIONAL TIME

PARKING

PRICES

The standard time allocation allowed in the following
packages is calculated at 3 hours for a luncheon
function and 4 hours for an evening function. If you
wish to extend beyond the allocated time then an
additional charge may apply based on final confirmed
numbers. This might include room hire and an
extension of your beverage package.

Parking around Sagra is on street only. Street parking
is free for 1–2 hours before 6pm, after that there is no
time restriction.

All prices are inclusive of gst. Prices and menus are
subject to change. A credit card surcharge will apply
on all transactions to amex and diners card of 1.6%.

Allowances can be made for earlier arrival where the
room has not been previously booked.

We are able to hold a date tentatively for a period of 2
days, after which time, if verbal confirmation has not
been received the date will be released. Once you have
advised your intention to confirm we will send out a
Booking Agreement with the deposit amount required.

STANDARD BOOKING ALLOWANCES
For group bookings (12 - 30 guests)
• Lunch — 3 hrs
• Dinner — 4 hrs
For cocktail events
• Lunch — 3 hrs
• Dinner — 4 hrs
For exclusive functions
• Lunch — 3 hrs
• Dinner — 4 hrs

TENTATIVE BOOKINGS
AND DEPOSITS

DEPOSITS ARE NON REFUNDABLE.

CANCELLATION POLICY
All cancellations must be made in writing to The
Events Team, Sagra.
Please view our cancellation policy in the booking
agreement.

A 15% surcharge applies to all food and beverage
served on public holidays.
A cakeage fee applies to any booking bringing their
own cake. $7.50 per person plated with cream and
berries, $5 per person plated plain, $1.5 per person
served in finger slices served on shared boards.

ENTERTAINMENT
The Rooftop and private dining room have their
own stereo system allowing our guests to play their
selection of music. If you wish to bring your own usb,
we are happy to play it for you as background music.
Bands and dj’s are more than welcome to play. Please
note that there is a max 75 decibel limit. Sound check
must be conducted prior to the commencement of the
event in the presence of the events manager.
We do insist that dj’s and bands keep the volume
to a reasonable standard. Equipment can only be
delivered/collected and disassembled/removed during
times agreed to by management. All equipment
must be removed from the venue by midnight unless
otherwise organised with the events manager.
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